Groundbreaking assistive technology allows
you to use Dragon speech recognition in
public without anyone overhearing you
Verbally Transcribe & Communicate in
Private, Anywhere with this Assistive
Technology
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA, USA,
September 5, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/
-- Talk Technologies revolutionary
assistive microphones allow you to use
speech recognition and verbally
communicate in public without anyone
overhearing you.
Recently we have seen a dramatic
increase in people embracing this
technology at work and in the
classroom. Used in conjunction with
speech recognition software it affords
them the ability to work freely,
anywhere, without having to worry
about disturbing others or being
overheard.
Steno SR is the only speech recognition
microphone that provides complete
voice privacy and noise cancellation. By
isolating the users voice it enables you
to privately transcribe and
communicate while simultaneously
eliminating all background noise thus
ensuring crystal clear recognition. It’s
ideal for classroom settings, open
offices, meetings, commuting, or
anywhere you require voice privacy
and noise cancellation. This assistive
Worlds best noise cancelling voice isolation
technology can be used with any
microphone
speech recognition software including
Dragon 15 and is compatible with all
modern devices including
smartphones, laptops, tablets and recorders.
Advantages:
•Industry’s most accurate voice isolation, noise cancelling, speech recognition microphone
•Eliminates all ambient or background noise ensuring a crystal-clear sound signal
•Lightweight, affordable and road worthy durability, guaranteed

•Removable hands-free option
•Compatible with all speech recognition software including Dragon Naturally Speaking
•No start up time or learning curve, simply plug in and go
Talk Technologies has been providing speech solutions to schools and industry for over 30 years
and offer non-profit discounts.
Please feel free to contact me with any questions or visit our website talktech.com to learn more.
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